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1,300CC Ban removal is ‘the talk of the town’


Following on from persistent industry criticism, translating into appeals for removal, the
GoP has somewhat lessened the impact of the non-filer sales ban last week, whereby the
Amended Supplementary Finance Bill 2019, removed restriction on sales of vehicles up to
the 1,300CC mark.



Continuation of the ban on higher displacement variants would discourage local production, or new variant launches where the first test would be the launch of the Vios (slated
for 3QCY19) where any delays would be negatively received by investors and consumers.



For PSMC, the ban allows for some clarity on the demand front for its newly launched
and older passenger vehicles, while endowing room for strong new-model effect related
sales bump (launch of Alto by March’19).

Government resorting to tax collection from non-filers: At the fore are concerns over the viability of the non-filer sales ban on remaining segments, where its removal on the largest segment by vehicles, raises questions over its viability for remaining segments, or even if it can
serve its original purpose. While raising the levy to be paid by non-filers (withholding tax on
registration) by 33-50%, effectively placing greater value on collections from non-filers, while
allowing them to transact in a consumer durable market, driven by discretionary demand. This
harkens back to the previous PML-N government’s policy of driving revenues through raising
taxes on non-filers, having little impact on the numbers of non-filers in the country, furthering
this policy of short term gain over no tangible behavior altering policy when it comes to increasing the tax net. Additionally, citing the same long term phenomenon, the continuation of the
non-filer sales ban on other segments may be increasingly difficult to defend, where political
motives for keeping the ban in place are further eroded.
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Imposition and subsequent removal of ban poses uncertainty on demand outlook: The imposition of the sales ban, followed by its rushed removal (only after ~7 months of being imposed)
pose numerous uncertainties regarding the functioning of industry dynamics in the sector’s largest segment (10YR average share of 48% share in number of CKD sold). Firstly, the impact on
domestic players was yet to be properly witnessed as the period covered too brief a time span,
marred with additional external factors (significant cost escalations, devaluation of import currency, election year and commensurate impact on consumer confidence). Delineating the impact of sales from any of the factors mentioned above, from the sales ban itself becomes more
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arduous, as major OEMs adopted a tapered price hike strategy, delaying hikes at the tail-end of
the year, to encourage buyers. Moreover, the GoP’s moves to tighten import of vehicles through
dubious schemes or grey channels and a clear hold on used vehicle imports can be argued to
have a greater knock-on effect on CKD vehicle sales, a factor yet to fully play its part in supporting sales and could inflate our current estimates for vehicle sales going forward.
Continuation of non-filer ban on other segments – impact yet to be accessed: A more long
term factor playing its part reaming new entrants, where the field seems crowded in the passenger vehicle segment, with a tilt towards medium to premium segment sedans. This may be shifting to favor the small and low displacement segment, where the continuation of the ban on higher displacement variants would discourage local production, or new variant launches. We are yet
to see the impact of the ban playout on new variant launches amongst existing OEMs, where the
first test would be the launch of the Vios (slated for 3QCY19) where any delays would be negatively received by investors and consumers.
Potential competition in lower segment: From a policy frame, the removal of the sales ban on
one segment of the market sends mixed signals, while going against the crux of the GoP’s core
tenet of raising the tax base. Additionally, as of FY18, 43,980 out of ~80,000 vehicles imported
during FY18 belonged to this segment, where curtailed imports and policies to cut used vehicle
imports would garner greater benefits for domestic OEMs, if it included smaller displacement
vehicles. For PSMC, the ban allows for some clarity on the demand front for its newly launched
and older passenger vehicles, while endowing room for strong new-model effect related sales
bump (launch of Alto by March’19). In the long term, if the ban on higher displacement vehicles
remains, new entrants would be forced to focus on smaller segment variants, possible raising
their priority in the launch schemes, lessening pricing power for PSMC, if it fails to upgrade its
vehicle slate
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